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Doering
Stays;
G~sh Go~s
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Budget Axe Swings Anew

I

Shearer ReJects Staff Demands
byJIMGRUENWALD

Roderick Shearer, Dean of Student Affairs, informed Tom
Gush, Editor-in-chief of The Musketeer, in a meetinJ last
Tuesday that the yearbook staff's demands for the resipation
of fa~ulty advisor, Dr.__~~ward A. DoerinJ, could net be met.
ThrouJh a series of meetinJS .and corr~spondence, Gush
issued an ultimatum: either Doerin8 1oes or Gush quits.
Followin1 Shearer's action, the resipations by staff members
took affect. All yearbook production has ceased. Unless a
new staff can be found quickly, there will be no yearbook
published this year.
some of- us (staff). that rioboay
"My position is that in light of
really wanted a yearbook around
the fact that most staff members
here."
were active last year, and they
In view of the popularity of
had worked with Dr. Doering last
year, the staff was certainly aware The Musketeer, and the differenof any difficulties that would a- ces in opinion between Gush and
rise," said Shearer. "Under these Doering over the role of the
conditions, and this late in the yearbook, Gush approach<!d Mr.
year, they were in no position to Steve Francis to help with the
yearbook.
issue any .ultimatum."
According to Doering, the next
In a letter to Dr. Doering,
step is to secure "someone to dated March ·15, 1971, Gush issued
Faculty
take over and 11et the book out."
his demand.:
The problem lieil With the fast
"Whereas it was decided at a ·
approaching deadlines for sub- joint meeting of the yearbook
mission of pages to the printer. staff that the securement of a
"I can still feel that we can publish new moderator is in the best
gpod," he remarked. "Xavier·s ··stated. "However, as I understand- a yearbook this year, but we may interest of the yearbook; whereas
be fighting a losing battle."
I have already approached Mr.
major asset is a faculty genuinely it, XaVier is doing well in comThree issues have surfaced Francis in this matter. ·
interested in the student body." parison to other private colleges.
I hereby request that you resign Ohio should initiate a scholarship during the controversy:
The new provost commented on program like other states to enas moderator of the 1971 Muske·
e the responsibility of the year- teer allowing Mr. Francis to aspatterns of growth in the univer- able students to attend whichbook staff
sity and its· relationship to the ever college they want."
sume the role of moderator for
rank and tenure system. "Some
Dr. Ernest Fontanna sought the
e the s~tus of the yearbook the remainder of the school year.
university departments are be- provost's view on the AAUP State- on camp.us
If this condition is not satisfied,
coming .too large with too many . ment on Academic Freedom
e the role of the moderator I will not return as Editor of the
tenured faculty members. This ··which Mr. -AlVin Marrero rii1971 Musketeer as had been reGush indicated that several fac- quested."
situation descourages mobility marked had been "hanging in"the
and keeps out young -men 'With air" for three years. "I thirik it is tors precipitated the mass resignaGush cited several differences
stars in their eyes.'
a good statement," Mulligan em- tions. "Shortly after the semesterbreak, we (the staff) got together ' · between the staff concept of the
"Therefore, we should consider phasized.
yearbook and that of Dr. Doering's.
to plan the preparations for the
changes in the rank and tenure "I intend to . submit it to the
remainder of the year, and then "The yearbook is too much of a
system. DePaul University and board of trustees for approval
we heard about the yearbook public relations tool. It is not
B~ston College are similar in- shortly."
cut."
student-oriented and Doering
situations which are limiting
Mulligan used a query on acamakes sure that it stays that way."
that·
the
yearbook
The
fact
tenure to a specific period of . demic innovation to comment on
might
be
dropped
was
originally
time. At the same time, to deny his priorities in education. "I am
"We wanted to use all informal
tenure to an instructor who very much concerned with cur- proposed by the Budget Commitfaculty pictures, but Doering discame here with the understanding ricular innovation. More impor- tee. After the News published
approves of this. Anything that
that he would receive it at a tant, however, is the problem of the story regarding the cutback would have adversity towards
certain date would be unjust." the deterioration of the speaking of the publication, "I started this place, or editorial overtones
losing people real quick," said could not get by him (Doering)."
and writing ability of many colA question from Dr. Richard
Gush.
lege students. A Xavier degree
Gush emphasized that he would
Gruber on recruitment led the
The popularity of the yearbook like the yearbook to be a student
should assure that a graduate
provost into a general discussion
can speak and write well: I on campus has been a contro· record and that Doering acts too
of enrollment at private univercannot say that this is true versial point throughout the year much as a censor over the publica- ·
sities, "I have asked Fr. Nieporte
according to Gush. "It seemed to tion. "He never comes around to
right now."
for a .. report on recruiting," he
see what we are planning; I think
that I can tell anyone in 15
minutes all that Doering knows
about the book."
by PHIL MULLIN
the Xavier University· summer was printed in the Sunday Visitor.
Dr. Doering expressed surprise
sessions faculty in 1955 and 1956 magazine last September.
that Gush feels as he does. "I
~everend Harker E. Tr~cy, S.J., and became a full-time faculty
One of Father Tracy's last acts don't know what they are planass1sta;Dt pro~esso~ of ~hJlosophy member in 1957 following special
at Xavter Umverstt~, dted M~rch 1 studies in philosophy and political was to arrange for Dr. and Mrs. ning because they don't tell me
Jack Willke to speak as part of· anything. I don't see how they
17 at Good Samantan Hospttal. philosophy at Fordham UniverHe ,had suffered a severe stroke sity
· the Xavier Forum series. This can be sure that whatever they
the week before which had para·
talk is tentatively set for Sunday, are planning won't get my app·
lyzed him and sent him into exroval because they have never
Father Tracy served as modera- April4.
approached me about any ideas."
tremely .critical condition. ·
tor of the Xavier University
Natural Law Society and the St.
The question arises as to
Father Tracy is survived by his Thomas More Pre-Law Society
· whether or not the staff had really
as
well
as
chairman
fo
the
Xavier
mother, Mrs. Angela Harker Tracy
intended to put out the publicaof Ft. Wright, Kentucky, and a University Pre-Legal Cpmmittee.
tion. This reporter made a thoHe
was
also
a
member.
of
the
brother, Edward Josephy 'Tracy
rough check of the yearbook
Committee on International EducaJr. of Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky.
. office along with Dr. Doering. The
tion and a chaplain to the Little
He was buried last Saturday in Sisters of the Poor.
total number of pages completed
prior to .the resignations was 14
St. Joseph's Cemetery in Price
Father Tracy displayed a great
while a deadline for 48 pages
Hill following a Mass of The
was March 29.
Resurrection celebrated in St. interest in the abortion issue in
Robert Bellarmine Chapel on· the general and the question of Iibera·
Iized abortion laws in particular.
Xavier campus.
Shearer indicated that the next
He participated in a number of
·Father Tracy's teaching as·
several days are critical. "I had
abortion panels and forums. A
signment took him to St. Ignatius letter he wrote to Governor
set April 1 as the date by which
High Schools in Chicago and Marvin Mandel of Maryland reto make a final decision. The date
Cleveland and to John Carroll questing him to veto that state's
is flexible but time is running
University in Cleveland. He joined liberalized abortion legislation
short."
Rev. Harker E. Ti·acy, S.J ..

After eleven years ofservice to the university, Mr. Robert J.
LaMonte, Director of the UniversityCenter was told throuJh
Mr. Roderick C. Shearer, Dean of Student Affaris, that the
Director's position would no lonJer ·exist after June 30. He
said that the job descriptions of all student personnel staff
were submitted to the Bud1et Committee for ·review· The
BudJet Committee said that the Director of the l]niveraity
Center's position was the easiest one to be absorbed by the
present student personnel staff.
Asked by this reporter whai his feelinJs were at this time·,
Mr. La Monte said, "there is not much I can say. However,
I do want to say that I am especially ~rateful to several
people. at the University who have helped and trained me ·
throuJh my years at Xavier. They are: Rev. P. H. Ratterman,
S.J., Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Rev. Victor Nieporte, S.J., ·
and Mr. Irvin Beumer. I also would like to thank the staff
that have worked for me, especially my secretary, Miss
Eileen Rahe; Games Room ManaJer, Mr. Bob Gunn, and the
Theatre· Technician, Mr. Tom Korbee. Last, but not least, I
would like to thank the students, faculty, and staff."

Mulligan Commends

Xavier AAUP Hears New Provost
by DENNY KING
· Tlie newly appointed university provost, Rev. Robert W. Mulli~an, S.J., addressed the local
cltapter of the American Associa~on of University Professors Monday, March 15. His brief introductOry remarks were fol1owed
by· queetions from chapter members.
Fr. Mulligan pinpointed three
major elements necessary for the
academic excellence of a university: students, faculty, and library.
"Although all three of these areas
at ·Xavier need further development, I think they are basically

Survey Shows
Support For
Extended Hours
The residence staff of Kuhlman
Hall last week released a report
and recommendation for an experimental addition to the expanded open house policy for Xavier
residence halls.
The report, which was submited to Rev. Robert W. Mulligan,
Provost and the Student Affairs
Office, requests the option of
each dormitory to hold open house
each Monday through Thursday
from 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., effective Monday, 'April 19, and to
. continue until May 20.
A poll taken among 327 residents of Kuhlman Hall revealed
an overwhelming support of an
open house program -throughout
the week: 91.7% expressed support of a well-controlled open
house throughout the week; 7%
were opposed; 1.3% were indifferent.
The report stated that differ·
ences between the results of the
recent poll and the Campus Life
Study taken earlier in the year
indicated "either a perceived need
to increase the rewards already
existent ·or to. compensate for
negative deficiences through our
' proposed supplement."
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Hooker Joins Canned Heat.
·In Fieldhouse April 24
Xavier University Student Gov- · CountrY" and ·"On The Road
.
P.mment will present Canned Heat ·Again."
and John Lee Hooker in concert
Their latest albu~, "Hook~r
Saturday night, April 24, at 8:00 and Heat," was made with John
p.m. in the Xavier Fieldhouse. Lee Hooker himself. Hooker with
Canned Heat consists of five his deep blues voice, c;mpletalented young musicians who ments the hard-driving rock sound
incorporate jazz, blues, and coun- of Canned Heat. He has long
·try into what they term "boggie" been recognized as one • of the
music. They have been together top blues singers in music today.
now for about three years, proTickets will be going on sale
ducing nine albums and some hit soon in the ticket office across
singles such as "Goin' Up The from the Grill.

The '
Priests l\'lfe

NEXT A.TT!'IACTION

Sophia Loren
Marcello Mastroianni

Hn.
Pollila•
ROSALfN
lp.'Y_,11 RUSSELL

"A memorable, heart-warming 90 minutes ••• "
"Who would believe history could be
so entertaining and enlightening?"
"I hope you will replay your special so our parents
might have the
opportunity
to see it."
.
,

THE PEOPLE SAID IT ALL!
When it ran before, a
flood of letters and
telegrams came pouring
in almost the moment
"Swing Out Sweet Land"
was over.
We've printed a few
typical comments above,
partly to remind you
how special the show
was, but mostly to
make sure you're
watching again when ...

IN "SWING OUT SWEET LAND"

Thursday, AprilS-· 8:30-10 P.M. EST· NBC-TV
(Check for local time and station)
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.

When you know
it's fo·r keeps

SOLILOQUy 5200

WEDDING RING 75

The diamond engagement
ring you'll treasure forever '
... a Keepsake, guaranteed,
registered and perfect.

ZeffS
STUDENT···
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
750 Swifton Shopping Center,
CinC'innati, Ohio
731-1800
712 Madison Aven)Ht,
Covington, Kentuc:ky
281-7894
8th and Monmouth,
Newport, Kentucky
281·4183
Uberal Dlecounts on all marchand!.. for all X.vier stu·
dents and faculty members

o

ST. LOUIS
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Th.e Newa will ~ot , : t h letten which vi..latE'
• j ~ten containing
chanty and IIDOdj 1
objectionable aec:tiona wiD' not'lie printed in whole or
in pan. Becauae of apace Umitationa, the New• will
no& ordinarily publilh letten in exceu of 500 wonta.
Letten *ill not be pubU.hecl unleea they have been
eipaed by the Writen. If a writer wilhee hil name
withheld. theaditon Will comply.

Opinion
Page

The Xavier New• il publilhed durina ihe.achool
year escept durina vacation and aandniltion
perioda by Xavier _Univai&,, Hamilton County,
Evaneton, Cillc:i~ati, Ohio 45207:
per Je&r.
Entenld UIICOild clUI matt. October 4, 19C8 at the
P01t Oftlce of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Aet ot
Man:h 3, 18'19. LeUen ehould be addnued to the
Editor and mailed to the New. in.can of the Xavier
Univeni&,Cena...

to the Editor

Giving Atmosphere
At the opening meeting of the University
Senate over two weeks ago, Mr. William
Charles, the alumni representitive, giving
Bob Rice
his opening comments to the Senate, referred
to maintaining a university image "conducive
to giving."
on Vietnam'
Mr. Charles has summed-up well the theme
of administrative policy at Xavier. The inauguration of the Communique, the "Brig"
issue, the snail's pace of ennacting a respectable Intervisitation program in the residence
halls - all are prime examples of keeping
Xavier's image "conducive. to giving."
While controversy will always be a must
' for a healthy academic atmosphere, it will
also remaif\ bad publicity. As long as the_ Editor:
I would like to share with all those who knew Bob
latter holds reign over the former we will
Rice, some parts of the letters he sent to me from
continue to worry about Jane Fonda and
Vietnam.
photogrpahs in the Athensaum - matters
My reason for doing this is that I'd like Bob to tell
which any healthy academic institution would
you how he felt when he was in Vietnam, not how
accept as everyday experiences.
people would like for him to have felt. I find that the
article appearing in the Xavier Communique, March 12,
The solution lies in the ability of an ad1971 ~ontains such truth, but it is also very idealistic.
ministrator to accept the risk involved in
After reading that article, I concluded that one main
making a decision on the real issues as
reason for it was "publicity" for the "Scholarship Fund".
opposed to the setting up of committees to From a letter dated July 15, 1970
decide what is and what is not "good publicity."
Page3
One has every reason to believe that finanNote for some news of V.N. Things are quiet where
cial problems will continue to plague private ·I am and I'm glad of that. But we had another
institutions, Xavier being no exception. The
change of mission and we have to leave early this
morning to· link up with the company. Two platoons
question remains as to whether or not the
have' been operating relatively qlone for _the ,past·: 2.
Administration will ever get through the sea
days. Its' no r.eal sweat though because its relrztively
of donors to see the student.
quiet here. Don't worry, my outlook on this war is

D.C.K.

.
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-Jaurnan lleln11s _Mre.
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Congratulations!
Editor:
Since the beginning of the academic year, I have re·
frained from writing any letters to the Xavier News
expressing any personal opinions I might have regarding
various issues.
At this time, however, I consider one matter deserving
of my personal attention. On my behalf and that of
Student Government as a whole, I would like to extend
sincere congratulations to Jim Ryan for his excellent
and persistent efforts in improving the quality of life
at Xavier.
Very early in the academic year, Jim came to Student
Government with innovative ideas for improvements in
dormitory living, academics, and the general life style
of Xavier. Jim personally expressed his ideas to a
great number of students, faculty, and administrators.
He held meetings, spoke at assemblies, and visited
many individuals in his sustained effort to win acceptance
of his well thought out plan. This preliminary education
culminated in his bringing the Nebraska team on campus
and exposing them and their ideas to virtually everyone concerned.
This is a tremendous example of how one man- with
an idea is able, through persistence and dedication, to
change many areas of our lives for the better. I hope
this new attitude towards life will continue to make its
mark in the future. Again, a hearty congratulations
to Jim Ryan.
Sincerely yours,
Editor's note: We agree!
Mark W. Thiron

..,.oo

already changed. No war is worth the lives of-good
men like I've got unless its necessary for the defense
of our own country. I will be getting out of the Army
as soon as I can. Pve got too much. time I want to
spend with you when I get home.
From a letter dated July 22, 1970.
Please don't worry about me ·dying. You would know
the very next day. I'm not going to die because I
have too much to live for. Last night we set up a
fire base. We hope its only a one day deal so we can
; go back to base camp, get hot food, a good shower,
and sleep without guard duty. When I get out of here
I'm goin! to try to resign from the army. It probably
won't get through, but I'm going to try anyway. Maybe
with the big cutbacks they are getting into the army
they'll let me cut out.
Aline Bourgeois

PsyC?h Profs
Editor:
I am writing to protest what I consider a very
negative characteristic of the Xavier Education- Psycho·
logy faculties. Namely, that for every truly outstanding
professor in tile department, there is another who is a
disgrace to the University. I -am makh1g this observation after attending classes for forty-five semester hours
in these two fields.
When a student pays almost $150 and several hours
a week to study under ·a professor, he rightfully expects
an exceptional learning experience by a professor both
very competent in his field an very adept at sharing
the concepts with his class. Such learning· experiences
have been mine while studying under Drs. Anderson,
Seta, Kronenberger, and a fi)W others.
For each of these excellent teachers, however, I
have known others who, in spite of (or perhaps be·
cause ot) professional competence in the worlds of
education and psychology, come into the classroom
week 11fter week apparently unprepared. to present
anything but what comes off the top of their heads.
What results is a grand and total waste, a waste of
hours, a waste of weeks, a waste of dollars and effort.
I don't pay tuition and attend class to hear trite and
trivial generalities which I could hear over a lunch
table. The most disturbing fact is that these are com- petent men, true professional in their own right; yet,
while they put in their time and pick up their paycheck, the students' time and tuition check are grossly
abused. If there is such a thing thing as "academic
·rob~", this must·be-it.-And .while it'is:diaap~inting ·.:
that. this is the case all to often, .• it -is' everi M-ore ..
disgraceful that the University Administration allows
it to continue.
'It is my hope that some professors, on reading this,
will reflect, not on their competence, but on their
concern in getting it across to the students~ I also
hope· that the Administration will consider their own
awareness of what is happening in the classrooms.
Gratefully,
Robert L. Cloud

'Misinformation'

Editor:
In a recent edition of The Xavier News, a story was
carried in which the new staffing system in the dormitorieM was described. While I felt that the article was
well written in general, I believe that a serious mis·
representation of the facts was carried along with the
factual information described in the article.
That misinformation suggested strongly that the purpose for reorganizing was to insure that administrative
policy was carried out in the dormitories. This is. far
To The Editor:
from the case. If, indeed, this were the intention of the
A lot of things have changed at Xavier since I left
administration to insure better policing of University
in 1968: Xavier is now co·ed, ROTC is voluntary, the
regulations, then we would increase the number of stufootball and basketball teams are somewhat worse.
dent
staff members rather than decrease them. One
However, I am glad to see that at least one thing has
of the major criticisms of the new proposal is that
not changed - the Xavier News is still writing foolish·
it would be virtually impossible for a staff member to
ness.
be effective in policing University regulations on his
I refer to the editorial on March 3 concerning an
floor.
advertisiement for the ROTC program. In the first
As a matter of fact, the main purpose for the new
place, your opposition to a program designed "to train
staffing techniques is to employ young men and women
men to kill" is based, no doubt, on a utopian wish
in our residence hall staff positions who will make
that all men become peaceful and give up war. Are
every effort to help students living on particular floors
you so asinine as to think that if we give· up training
toward greater self-government as the months and
an army that every nation will do so? You imply that
to have an army is immoral ·and anti-Catholic. Come years go on. In fact, I would insist that the residence
staff withdraw more and more from policing responon, that trip went out with the holy war bit. Since when
~ibilities as they are able to transfer these to the
is it immoral to defend yourself? Start using your
brain instead !)f your unstable emotions when you write residents on the particular floors. I would expect that
as we move more and more toward the so-called
an editorial.
"Nebraska System" that individual residents would
Furthermore, your hope to discontinue ROTC adverti- immediately move to correct a violation of the Unisements smacks of censureship and gross discrimination.
versity or hall regulation when they observe it rather
Such biased. reporting and editorializing is common
than to call upon the Proctor to do so:
fa.re for the Enquirer but surely, the Xavier News can
This, then, is the purpose of the change rather than
not, or should not, sink to those depths. Is a news·
paper supposed to print the news, both sides of it, or to bring into being any kind of staffing system which
would better enforce University regualtions in the
is it supposed to be a cheap sounding·board for a
bigoted fool? You threaten to turn the Xavier News , dormitories.
into the latter.
Thank you for the opportu~ity to correct this mis·
Grow up and start using some common sense. information.
Utopian dreams and senseless bigotry are not needed
very truiy yours,
·at Xavier.
David Thamann
Roderick C. Shearer
Class of 1968
Dean of Student Affairs

'Cheap Sounding Board?'
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.Student Seriate Hopefuls Ready for Elections
I

Th~· following .is a list of those
students who tumed in petitions
as of March 24, 1971.
Student Senate: Kathy Collins,
Martha Waibel, Tom McBride,
John O'Brian, Robert Heleringer,
James Meyer, George Fordham,
Jerry Jacobs, Donald Williams,
Daniel Cox, Eugene Gryniruncz,
Thomas ·Joyce, Tom Shipp, Doug
Wernet; Bill Gray. .
University Senate: Mark Staatkiewicz (Dorm Arts and Sciences)
Class of '72: Representitives:
·John Slattery, Kevin Leronard,
Brian Joyce.
· Class of '73: Tom Bums (Pres.)
Rick Bolgar (V. Pres.)
S. G. President and Vice- Presi·
dlmt: 1) John Keating ·(Pres.),
Owen Calkins (V. Pres.) 2) David
De Sarrio (Pres.), Kevin . O'Neal
(V. Pres.) 3) John Gordon (Pres.),
Tom Zeno (V. Pres.)
Editors Note: Due to space
allotment, it was not possible to
reproduce the. following statements in their entirety. An effort
has been made to be {air.

···list a set number of-items Lmu mem; with funding from the :expedient means possible.
tiative should ..be ·in 'ihe Student
. we will concentrate on next year university. and dispersal by the
This rtlvampmg .could· be done . Senate, with the executive branch
would stifle the imagination and Student Senate.
by utilizing the basic structure acting as a guide and a coordi·'
present by increasing authority, nator - not a hierarchical set-up,
The11e are but a few of our
creativity Tom and I would like
to bring to student J(ovemment _ ideas. However, these and others ·inthose areas where it is' most but a balanced system, with each
next year. Also, as everyone has mean nothing if.the student does warranted. These areas would branch controlling the other. To
fall under three basic categories: achieve this, we propose that the
experienced,· unknown circum· , not first become aware and sec·
' Student Senate be given the power
academic, financial, and socia.l . to detemiine· how the executive
stances arise which prevent prom· ondly involved. We are ortly as By
establishing committees with
ises, just to generate interest, effective as your interest. What· complete authority in these re- , duties should be divided among
would cause, in the long run, a ever your choice, vote either to· spective areas, and placing mem~ the five. E.g. should one of us
doubt in the credibility of our morrow or Friday.
hers of the senate on them, the be designated "official student
John Gordon & Tom Zeno effect would be that of: 1) main- representative", to attend the
administration.
taining a centralizing agent at various ceremonial functions, an·
This does not mean, ho~ever,
the top (that of President of Stu· other assigned to preside over the ·
that we don't have ideas. Student Body), 2) decentralization Senate, another to concentrate
dent government should provide
CROWLEY ANDERSON
and complete delegation of power on proposed legisll,ltion, etc. this
for the varied interests of the
in the hands of the main commit- 'fill result in a more efficient, and
student body it represents. We
tees, 3) co-ordinated by the Vice- more receptive executive. branch.
believe some of these areas are:
Xavier University is presently · President of the. Student Body,
The time has come for stu~
1) academic. Students want to undergoingachange. This change
'A change is inevitable if Stu- ·. dents to quit playing political
learn, but they don't want to· be is illustrated by the re-structuring . dent Government is going to re- ·games, to quit creating proposals
main a working reality. This is calling for immediate measuresprogramed. We want to continue of the Board of Trustees; the
the basis of our proposed mech· proposals which only bring a·
education outside the classroom. · creation of the office of the Pro·
Expansion of the "exPerimental vost,andeverincreasingemphasis anism that we ·wm implement musement to· those they are in·
. __
immediately upon our election. tended to convince...
university" concept and imple· on the ·academic achievements of This
would be possible due to
Springtime · IS ~o! other
mentation of Breen Lodge for the university, and the university, the basic utilization of a present matters than fierce pohtlcal bat·
seminar programs should be and the most noticeable, the in· structure by means of delegating ties, and at a time when a stu·
encouraged. If funds allow, an- creased enrollemnt of co-eds. In
the authdrity of the Vice-President dent are possibly le~s "together"
other student government grant light of this change, student go· and President rather than the than ever before (wttness the re·
time-consuming formalities in- cent cafeteria situation), we feel
for academics should be establish· · vemment must strive to halt the
ed. 2) social. We favor the idea · deteriorating forces of an outdated volved with formal restructuring that it is important t~at next
and constitutional amendments. year's student leadershiP be a
of an expanded, balanced speak· ; mechanism presently guiding stu· Thus, it will put Student Govern- unitt;d front, dedicated to students,
ers program. For big-name enter· . dent government down the path
ment right in step with the not )Ust voters. We .must make
tainment this year's policy should to self-destruction. In order to changes
already underway at not pretense of legahty - many
be
continued.
However,
the
feamaintain
an
effective
means
of
Xavier. ·
of the things we propose al'e un·
GORDON ZENO
sibility of the "big weekends" representing the students' needs
.
.
. constitutional. Our names them· ·
Jtm Crowley and Mike Anderson selves may .riot even appear on
should be investigated. We'd like and desires in the university, stu·
the ballot. To say we don't care
We might begin by saying that to see student organizations come det government must revamp its
about these things would be false,
this article is not a platform. To directly under student govern· present mechanism in the most
but we feel that these are matters
which can be readily changed, and
POX COALITION
will be if we are elected. Our
only promise is never to take
. we propose that the ourselves or anyone else too seri·
. offices and titles of Student Body ously - politics need not be a ·
President and Vice-President be part of the fight for student rights. ·
abolished, and that their reaponsi· . Chan1es will come only when
bllities and duties be divided a·· power is ~ealized. Student Government is merely a tool to be
· mong membeis of a five-man
· executive board. These five people used in building such power, but
.-....-~••• will not only be better able to
without this proposed ~rganiza·
tion student government will only ·
handle the diverse functions
which confront the present Presi· stagnate. Be dariDR. Be idealistic.
dent and Vice-President (ranging Write us in. Let us strive toward
from alumni luncheione to initiat- peace in our time!
. ing legislation), it will also be
· Peace On Xavier,
more receptive to the desires and
POX Coalition:
needs of the students - and more
David J. DeSario
students, bt!Cause.five people can
Dominic E. Zuccon
communicate better than two.
Kevin W. O'Neal
The real source of-power and ini·
Owen M. Calkins
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AWARENESS ACCENTUATES BLACK DEMANDS

The Black Curriculum
vance committee will issue ita re- newly proposed black curriculum
-,, ....:
. port to the university administra- and the rationale behind it. He
tion on or before Wednesday, also accused Dean Nally of calling
Black demands for changes in March 31 so that a final deci- students into his office to obtain
the university's cafeteria policy sion can be made by this Friday. ·background ·on him and the
were enunciated by students and
The purpose of Thursday after· black plans for the Xavier campus.
workers on Monday March 22. An
Tunngane maintained that the
assembl~ sponsored by student. noons student assembly in the
failure of the Xavier News to
theatre
was
to
clarify
the
facts
government Thursday, March 26,
appear on March 24 was really
served to clarify both curriculum and contentions surrounding the a form of censorship from high
controversy.
Wes
Turner
discussand cafeteria demands.
ed the cafeteria situation, Mau- administration officials such as
Black students and cafeteria lana Tungane clarified the curri- Fr. Mulligan and Dean Schearer.
workers took to the cafeteria culum demands, and Mr. Pfaffin- Schearer immediately objected.
balcony at 12:30 Monday to ad- ger represented the university ad- .
"The editor of the Xavier News
dress students, faculty, and ad- ministration.
is present and I think he should
ministrators who usually crowd
Turner elaborated on many of be allowed to make a comment,"
the campus eating place at that
same gnevances brought to Shearer retorted. Gary Reed,
the
time. Several students and workers articulated their grievances light on Monday. He discussed · editor-in-chief of the News, exagainst the cafeteria management.·. incidents where blacks had been plained that the paper did not
appointed to supervisory posi- . appe_ar ~ecause of a policy of not
The major grievance centered tions only to resign in disgust. pubhshmg during the period of
around ·Mrs. Ruby Smith, a white "They were appointed supervis· m~d-term examinations. "We
worker who had been promoted ors but were not even issued their pnnted the black demands last
to the position of supervisor over own keys to the ·cafeteria doors " , week and we will print any per·
black workers who ·had greater he remarked. "They were all b~t ' tinent news in our issue on March
seniority. Mrs. Smith had aile-. accused of stealing money and 31," ~e~d stated. "As far as ceogedly been fired, but reported their scheduling was overruled by sor~hip 1s concer?ed, I would have
for work at 8:30 Monday morning. white supervisors."
resigned as edttor befofe sub..
mitting to censorship by the adOther complaints were conFood Service
John L..Henderson
cerned with job security, erratic . Other de~ands for_ th~ cafetena ministration."
u~c~uded Job_ descnptiOI_IS, ·proA studen'""t~I'f-.n-t'"h_e_a_u-d"ie_n_c_e_q_u~lz-z-.
scheduling, overtime, and pay
-------------------'----------raises based on the MERIT SY- VIsions for _sick le~':e With pay, ed Nally on ·the university's of·
STEM. Both full and part time an on the JOb trammg progr~m ficial attitude toward disruptions
employees argued they were not so that workers could acqwre . like the one that occured in the
.
given sufficient notice conem- new skills, a guaranteed 40 hour cafeteria the Monday before. • .
w~ek for regular employees: a ~ Nally d_istinguished between pea·
·
Black
course~ taught by white instructors are illegitimate for our
ing changes in their work schefwr system of weekend, holdiay, ceful and violent disruptions
·struggle. No one can te~ch what he does not know, fet!l, nor can
dules and full time workers calim- and vacation assignments, an in- ---urn tlie case of a VIolent deinon: . never demonstrate. Our culture (Black) is not a dry, castrated one as
ed that they were sometimes re· creased rate of pay, and two weeks stration we have no alternative · · is the white pseudo-culture so must be manifested by .real people
placed by part-time student em· ·
in order to maintain ita reality.
·
paid vacation after two years . but to contact local law enforce· ployees. They contended that
service.
mentofficials,"Nallyemphasized.
A
black-student
who
is
totally
aware
of
himself
and his enemy
overtime and merit increases
Turner and Pfaffinger clashed "However in case of non-violent
' could do nothing but reveal information to the enemy in the form
were reserved for Mrs. Lappin's
of reports, essays, term papers, class participation, etc. If the
"favorites" and those who did on several points of fact. Pfaffin· demonstrations like Monday's ·
Black Student is totally aware, he does not register for courses·
Itot "stir up trouble" or complain ger insisted that cafeteria workers we try to make our approach as
taught by white instruc~rs for the said reasons.
· ·
were covered by voluntary inedi· flexible as possible. Students are
about cafeteria policy.
cal insurance, while Turner in· given a certain length of time with·
Monday afternoon Fr. Robert sisted that they were not covered. in which they must leave and if
A Black student who is unaware or only partially aware of him·
W. Mulligan, S.J., newly appoint· They also disputed concerning · they do not comply they are sub- · self and his enemy would be placing the entire struggle in jeopardy
ed university provost, announced the paid vacation program .for ject to university disciplinary pro- '
by following one of two courses. First would be to keep Black
the formation of two committees' university blue collar employee's. cedure. If a non-violent disruption
information a secret, enter the course and approach it from a white
·
tin
· d fi ·
perspective. This person is practicing the role of a schizophrenic.
to investigate the alleged grievPfaffinger maintained;that these . con ues m e mte1y, then we.
He is dangerous to Blacks!
ances.
disputed over facta showed the ' may be forced to use our own '
The first of these is a special : need for a committee study to !lecurity force or the loca! police."
The second course if for the student to realize that he does not.
cafeteria grievance committee resolve these grievances. ·
As the assembly ended, blacks
~ow anything about Blackness and to submit to someone white
hth'
d
expressed disapproval with ·the
to learn about "his" culture. This person is even more dangerous!!!
which will issue a report con- . · "Alth
.
ti
.
oug
1smaysoun corny,
'ttee
d d dl'
hi h
cemmg ca etena management 1 h
tl ti -1 th t 1'f
ll
k comm1
s an
ea mes w c
Therefore, the Black Curriculum which was presented to Xavier·
we a_ wor
and personnel. Invited to serve on
ones ~ ee . ~
had been set up. "We have been
U ·
't had to be
· ted
Diversi Y
presen . The western oriented counes have
the committee are Dr. Lawrence together m a spmt of chanty ~d talking with committees for a
I. Donneliy' Professor of Econo- lo'te, we, can resolve these dif· long . time now and it does not
&~~:~e::.~:~~lves to destort the minds of Black students (future .
.mica; Dr. Napoleon Bryant, As· ferences, Pfaffin~er remarked. seem there has been concrete
Th
·
·
sitant professor of Education; Mrs. dHow!'eveder,tothe bu!Jmetss managealr J"esul~'~ West Turner exphasized. · ~ta e proposedth. curriculum ~intended to alleviate Toms and.pupP.,ts;
ADna J. Hughes, cafeteria emplOec In . commen on sever
"F _. tan . th . .
1 ti
content ough radical in sOme aspects is Vitally necess8rY for
or ms . ce,
~ proposa . or . the well-being of the entire Black community. Full time students
specific questions such as Mrs.
yee and member of the Univer· S 'th'
l'fi
ti
d
th
.
ablackcumculumhasbeenlaymg
d
'd'
.th .
sity Senate; and John A. Pfaffin·
mt s qua 1 ca 008 • an,
. e on administrator's desks since
an peop1e rest Ing on e reservation should begin to struggle for
this curriculum now.
•
ger, Business Manager; and a stu- reasons for Barbara Mtlon s fail_ • November, 1969_ 1 tht'nk a year
dent to be selected by the Afro. ure to be .scheduled to. work 10 and half has been plenty of time . We n_eed Black phil_osophers, scientists and technolomsts capable
after draftmg a pro- tior t h e a dministration
· ·
· to consider
·
•· is dying.
0 f serVIng our.well bemg and not that of Babylon. Babylon
American Student Association. . the
test cafetena
tte
1e r.
this. There should be no further
Don't try to revive her. Dig her grave!!!
A second committee will con. Maulana Tunnganeoutlined the ' delays."
Maulima Tiaungane
sider general campus concerns of
black students such as curriculum
revision and black personnel ·on
the faculty arid staff, and will
submit a report by Monday, May.
Since the nature of this probram is to remove the yoke of white·
e. Members of this cominittee
oppression,
only Black instructors will be considered as· qualified
will include John L. Henderson,
to
teach.
These
personnel will be reviewed once every four months
Coordinator of University and
for integrity and reliability.
Urban affairs; Dr. Paul L. Simon,
The Black Students of Xavier University
chairman of the Faculty Commit·
tee; Dr. J. Kaney Hayes, asaoci·
Junior
ate dean of the College of BusiPre-Freshman
1. Major
ness Administration; Dr. Albert
1. Major
1. Counseling
.
2. Major
Anderson, professor of Education;
2, Major
2. Effective Study Techniques
3. Minor
Dr. Jane Klingman, associate pro3. Minor
4. M&rxism
fessor of Business Administration;
4. Lenism.
5. Infiltration
Joseph H. Wessling, assistant pro5. Demolitions
Freshman
6. Weaponry
fessor of English' Mark Thiron,
6. First Aid
1. Major
1. · Major
president of the student body; and
2. Minor
2. Minor
two representatives of the Afro.
Senior
3. Polities of Neo-Colonialism•
3. Politics of Liberation 7
American Student Association.
Major Text Used
4. Psychology of Oppression2
4. Psychology of Oppressions
1. Neo-Colonialism
Wednesday afternoon the ExeNkrumah
5. Sociology of Oppression3
5. U.S. Colonial History&
2. Black Skin, White Masks
cutive Committee of the Univer·
Fanon
6. Black Theology•
6. Black Theology5
3. The Black Anglo-Sacons
sity Senate met to study the grieHare
4. Black Theology and Black Power
vances of black students and emCone
Sophomore
5. Message to the Black Man
ployees in the food service area.
Nuhammad
1. Major
1. Major
6. Black Rage
·
Mr. Henderson ·and Mrs. Hughes
Greir-Cobbs
2.
Minor
2.
Minor
· 7.. The Wrethed of the Earth
appeared to underline the signiFanon
3. Guerilla Warfare
3. Counter-Guerilla Warfare
8. Before the Mayflower
ficance and gravity of the food
Bennett
11
4.
Modern
Language
4.
Language
Modem
9.
The
Hply
Quran
service controversy. Fr. Mulligan
Ali
5. Black Art
5. Black 'rheatre
10. Muntu
was also in attendance and emJahn
6. Black Theology9
6. Black Theology•o
phasized that the cafeteria grie11. Arabic. Swahili, Yoruba, French or Spanish

by PHIL MULLIN

Statement on.Biaek Curr•·eulum.

-- The Black Curriculum
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Guest Column
Richard E. Dumont

Rise Up

AASA -A Reasonable Case

The requests on the part of curriculum taken in conjunction "
AASA published in the previous with the growing pressure for
issue of the Xavier News seem curricular innovation to warrant
to me to be plausible and worthy his contention.
of some consideration~ If one can
There is a widespread sympathy
cut through the rhetoric of "de- among all segments of the unimand" in which they are pre- versity community for increased
sented, the black student would electives, increased ~pecialization
seem to be making a reasonable of programs, increased professioncase.
alism in the content and orientaMy God, where are our h~ads!. Present
bitterness swirling through their systems.
In the issue of curricular· tion of programs. This sympathy
issues concerning black curriculum and
he seems to be request- has, for the most part, had its
Others feel the black problem grabs changes,
cafeteria policy are only indicators of a
ing a core which fits his own needs impetus from sociological presthem as a child, crying for attention, and interests. It is certainly open sures extraneous to the university
much greater
·
at the apron strings of its mother to debate whether this core he campus: the state determining
tugs
problem- a
too
busy
with other problems of the day stipulates will serve his future curricular requirements for proproblem
to be bothered. These white "mothers" interests as well as he deems it fessional educators; industry dewhich should
would. But his request seems termining the curricular requirerespond, not in committment; there is legitmate
be grabbing
enough: he is pleading ments for professional scientists
no real desire to give, but only an at- . for an education that he considers and engineers; business determinand shald.ng
tempt at passive appeasement so that relevant. It matters not whether ing the curricular requirements for
every ·single
the crying for attention will cease - the the exponents of this curricular professional executives, etc. Xavperson on
pleading
for care will stop. They coo proposal are representative or ier has progressively acquiesced
this campu11
not. of the entire black community, to these sociological demands to
·sweet words to the "ignorant child" and he
right now.
is insisting as many other stu- the extent that it has adopted a ·
feel that it the noise stops, then the dents on camp~s, black o-.:- white, core whose flexibility allows for
Some feel
problem is gone. These will live on for that he possesses both the en- the promotion and pursuit of a
the problem
generations to come, until the child lightenment and the mot:al right number of professional and preas a violent
to determine his own educational professional programs without
has grown up and turns his back on the program.
requiring each program to submit
stranglehold
uncommitted_.
In view of the level of profes- to an identical set of liberal
by the blacks
And some feel· the black hand reach- sionalism abroad within higher courses. Such is an over-simplified
- a shake
education, his requests appear as . view of the history of educational ·
ing
out io shake them - to awaken legitimate
down. They
and justified as any relevancy in a liberal ·arts instithem out of the lethargy of non-committ- other selective program of study. ute within a society dominated
feel a potenment. They resist giving up their security, He wishes in particular those core by technical and technological
tial deaththeir peace, and the solitude at first. courses in history, philosophy, concerns.
blow to their
From this perspective of proThey
are drowsy yet with self-content- and theology which reflect his
damning Ca. own interests and views. His con- fessionalism, is not the black
and
ment
until
they
find
their
heads
ucasian pride, as if their very lives are
tention is that the present core student simply being consistent
rise up to meet the new day and the work courses
being squelched. They rock and reel
in these areas are in the with the tempo of modem educaahead of them. These will stretch them- main oriented toward the white tion in demanding in his own
with fear. They retaliate~ fight for their
selves and breathe in deeply the live- man's interests. While this con- behalf a core curriculum that suits
right to hate by beating back the overgiving
oxygen of true care and concern. tention at its face value is dia- his own interests? If truth is
whelming problem with cries of "black
the people who will live to metrically opposed to the educa- merely historical, is he not justiThese
are
bastards" and "niggers." These will die,
tional objective of Xavier (i.e., fied in demanding his own hiswitness the dawning of brotherhood.
not of black strangulation, but of rotgut
the pursuit of truth) which trans- torical perspective? If the truth
-P.A.G. cends the color barrier, there may that the philospher purportS to .
. be aspects of the present core seek is diminishingly relevant to
professional educational objec- ·
tives, is not an exposure to
Chinese, African and Indian philosophers just as experiential and
I ask Mr. Tuungane to present one example of a test which is personally stimulating as those
?ons~cted to make white students feel superior, and black students of European and American thinkI~f~~or,_ as !!!!. chll!_g:~. and explain just how this test does so. ers? If the truth of Christian
Editor:
What specific "special files" in the ;hemistry department were revelation is pursued primarily
The article in the March 17 issue of the Xavier News which dealt re.ferred to in the ,article? Are these files open only to students with the professional objective
with a proposed "black curriculum" was decidedly interesting. with special qualifications which also exclude most white students? of helping Christian students to
be well informed in the tenets
In summary, if the alledged discrimination does exist, it must be
As I read this article however, I began to question whether the
and current discussions of their
individuals sponsoring this effort were really interested in attaining ended. I. ask. the ~A to offer proof of the racist charges against
faith, is he not au courant in
the Umvers1ty, m order that all Xavier students can more
the publicized goals.
requesting a similar professional
clearly perceive the situation, arid determine the justice of the
competency vis-a-vis thinkers of
A business school student could probably explain better than I the . cause.
· his own theological persuasion?
ineffectiveness of the marketing technique used, and the negative
I agree that· a nlimber of the courses offered in the curriculum·
~ffect of the ·style of public relatjons employed by the Afro-American .
Possibly what is required most
proposal· are of obvious value. But I ask the AASA to present a
StudentS Association (AASA).
within the curricular policies here
at Xavier as well as at other
To effectively sell a product, one must make. the product appear clearer, and more efficient proposal, and to make use of the chanChristian ·institutes of liberal
attractive for the most efficient merchandising effort. In this case nels open to them to effect the implementation of these courses.
education is a diminution of proit would certainly help the goals of the AASA if Xavier students
Jerry Jacobs, XU '74
fessionalism and pre-professionwere supporting rather than opposing them.
alism, a decrease in specializaAn effort..for the attainment of new objectives neceuarily involves
tion
together with an increase
· working with people. People do not react favorably to demands. I
in fixed liberal core courses that
for one wonder when "revolutionary rhetoric" will finally be Editor:
· promote what Gabriel Marcel inabandoned, and courtesy will again prevail in see~g requests.
dicates is modem man's need for
A front page article in the Wednesday, March 17, issue of the News
A program being submitted for approval must be plausible. The · repo~ Maulana Tuungane's complaints of discriminatory activity
recuperative reflection. In the
inclusion of a "Black ROTC" program causes me to wonder just against black students "in all academic departments:" Specifically
face of the current curricular prohow seriously the AASA expects the Xavier community to take cited was a claim that "in the chemistry department special files are
liferation of professional programs
these proposals. Are these ladies and gentlemen trying to incite available to white students but at the same time are denied to blacks."
together with the increased deresentment in our community?
mand for curricular innovation by
I am aware of only one "special file" and that one is open to all
activists, it is quite reasonable
I can· only describe as deplorable the vague suggestion offered · students in our department. The Alchemysts, the undergraduate
for the ·black student even here at
by Mr. Tuungane that violence may follow an Unfavorable recep- chemistry club (which has numbered black students among its
Xavier to insist on having his own
tance of their "demands". This is certainly not the way· to win meinbers, and indeed as officers) established a file of old exams some
brand of courses relevant to his
friends and influence people.
years ago. Periodically, this tile is updated. The set of exams is
profession}
interests. Is it not this
It might be wise for Mr. Tuungane to study the philosophy of a available to anyone on. request ilt the main desk of the University
aspect of American education to
.
.
man whome he suggested be studied here at Xavier, Dr. Martin 'Library.
which he is implicitly objecting
Luther King, before he speaks of the "right" to annex a private
There may well be "private tiles" of old exams maintained by
when he contends that the white
university, or hints at violence.
groups of students, e.g., those living in a particular dormitory.
man, including the Christian,
The curriculum proposal states, -"We will draft black people to The chemistry department is not a partner to these efforts. In fact,
· denies him his own educational
teach these courses", and it goes on to mention that these in- · it was precisely because of our concern that one segment of the
proifram under the pretense of
structors will be unpaid. Have the sponsors consulted these student body might gain an advantage over the rest, that the
pursuing a program of studies
chemistry faculty cooperated with the Alchemysts in setting up
teachers on their ·willingneu to be "drafted"?
directed toward the truth? Relative to his demands for a black
If the AASA is genuinely sincere about their interest in the · an open file.
The charge of discrimination -leveled against this department
menu, while it is not required that
proposed curriculum, may I suggest that they consult the curricueveryone share his palate, de
. lum committee of the Student Senate about possible financial sup- was not presented to me personally; I only learned of it through
port. A program recently passed by the senate provides funds the News. Although I do not believe that this charge has any real · gustatibus non est disputandum,
he is certainly entitled to join
up to $2,500 for academic innovation within the colleges of Arts substance, I certainly will be willing to discuss it with any who
the ranks of other bourgeois
and Sciences, and of Business Administration. Each of the courses believe it to ·be correct and. at the same time I will be willing to
mentioned thus far, excepting the "Black ROTC" would be eligible discuss any other discriminatory situations which students
students who continuously clamor
believe to exist.
if submitted through their various departments.
for gustatorial excellence as a
vital part of their education.
If the charges of racial discrimination within the university are
Sincerely,
Respectfully submitted,_
justified then let them be corrected. But, first let the air be cleared a
Rohert G. Johnson
Richard E. Dumont, Ph.D.
bit in relation to some of the charges presented thus far.
Chairman

AWARENESS

'AASA-Prove Charges of Racism'

•

I.

I

'No Special Files'·

: _____

··········--·~· .. ~-'·-•··u .. ,,, .... -·-•·
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Oscar Ghiglia In Concert Sunday.
Oscar Ghigia, international guitarist, will perform Sunday April
2 at 8:30 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre. Tickets are $3.00
and are on sale at the Center
Information Desk.
Oscar Ghiglia, the y~ung Italian
guitarist, has established an excellent reputation in this country
both as a performer and a teacher.
He has giv~n master classes in
several American universities, on
his own and in association with
his master, Andres Segovia.
Born in Leghorn, Italy, Oscar
Ghiglia comes from a family of
·a_rtists: his father paints, his
mother is a pianist. At first, the
hoy intended to follow in his
father's footsteps; it was a mere

coincidence that made him change Santa Cecilia in Rome from which
his mind. His father wanted to he graduated in 1961. Now he was
paint a portrait of the entire fam· ready for his master and accordily; in order to keep · his young ingly went on to the Academia
son· amused during the long sit- Chigiana in Siena where Segovia
tings, he. put a guitar in his was giving masterclasses. Later
hands and taught him the ru- · on, he also studied with Alirio
diments of playing. The boy was Diaz of Venezuela.
so fascinated that then and there
In addition to performing widely
he decided to make the guitar in Europe, Oscar Ghiglia has tourhis vocation. He even knew ex· ed in the Far East.
actly how he wanted to go about
Ghiglia was heard this past
it; by studying with Andres Sego·
spring and summer on Camera 3
via.
(the CBS Network) and in the fall
To begin with, however, he of 1969 over National Educational
enrolled at the Conservatorio di Television.
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PART TIME JOBS

NOTICE
Dr. Alfred Beigel, Modem
Languages Department, an·
nounced .that the seminar
course he will offer on Hermann Hesse for the fall semester has been filled. However,
students still interested in
taking the discussion course,
may contact Dr. Beigel and
your name will be put on a
reserve list in case of cancellations.

NOW!
ANGI"I.D'S

3 TO 11 SHIFT
'
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Work Any Two Evenings
Plus Saturday Day Shift
$75 per week Salary
APPLV IN PERSON
1802 Kroger Bldg.
3:00 P.M. Weekdays

1672 CALIFORNIA AVE.
WILL DELIVER YOUR ORDER TO
ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES WITH
A $2.00 MINIMUM ORDER
(50C Delivery Charge)
TELEPHONE 242-6922
PIZZA PIES
Plain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ground Sausage.....................
Bacon .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
Pepperoni .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
Mushroom...........................
Anchovie............................
Onion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Green Pepper........................
Combination of any 2................
Deluxe Combination of any 4 . . . . . . . .
Super Deluxe Combination of 6 ......

8" 12" 1 5"

.60 1.25 2.00
.75 1.50 2.40
.75 1.50 2.40
.75 1.50 2.40
.75 1.50 2.40
.75 1.50 2.40
.7.5 1.50 2.40
.75 1.50 2.40
.90 1.70 2.65
1 .1 0 1.95 3.00
1.30 2.25 3.35

AT THE XU BOOKSTORE.
UNIVERSITY CENTER

..

Top Artlstsl MaJor Lahelsl
· Maay, Maay Morel Classics lacludedl
Coaae Early lor Best Selectloa.

SALE GOING ON NOW
AND WILL CONTINUE
THROUGH APRIL 24th

E- UPTO 3.00
Get Your 'avorltes· at Bill Dlseouatsl

,. -.,.,;:
·..

·: ..·,;
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Football Recruiting

is7o-7t

XAVIER UNIVERSITY ·vARSITY STATISTICS
!

SELCER SIGNS PLAYERS
· ters in football and track, and
two in basketball.
Xavier University's football
Eshbaugh earned an Honorable
department is making the final Mention All-State, and made
choices for next year's Freshman First Team, All-Eastern Ohio and
football squad.
~ All-Ohio Valley. Bob hopes to
Head Coach Dick Selcer and graduate with a Physical Educahis staff have signed Dave Pas- tion degree.
qualone, ~m Cleveland ~t.
Two local athletes have signed
Joseph and Jtm Cochran, a semor to play for the Muskies Sam
at Padua Franciscan High School. Minielli, a product of Ha'milton
Pasqualone, at6' and220pounds, Badin High School and Rick Huff,
played inside tackle and defen- a standout guard and linebacker
sive end, and was co-captain of . from Norwood High School.
the team his senior year. He was
Minielli, 5'11" and 195 pounds,
the only junior to start on an un- made the All-Ohio Second Team
defeated team in 1969.
and the All-Southwestern Ohio
Pasqualone intends to major First·Team.
in Business at Xavier.
The intended Business major
Cochran,· ·who is president of was a tri-captain his senior year
his graduating class, ranks 48th and also most Valuable Player.
in a class of 344 and hopes to He also received an All-State menmajor in Pre-Law with a rr''lor in tion by the Associated Press.
Business.
Huff has won numerous honors,
Jim is a 6'1" 210 pound guard including Hamilton Country Alland linebacker and was the team League guard and linebacker, Cincaptain this past year. He has won cinnati Post and Times Star Setwo varsity letters in football and cond Team, nomination for the
Cincinnati Enquirer's "That's My
basketball.
Also winning a grant-in-aid Boy" award and was a team cofrom Xu is Bob Campana, from captain.
Ranking eighth in a class of
Steubenville (Ohio) Central Cath356. Huff plans to major in Busiolic High School.
Campana, who intends to work ness at Xavier.
The impressive credentials and
towards a Business Degree, won
All-Ohio Valley Conference Hon- size of these young athletes should
ors while winning three varsity provide a sound base for Coach
Selcer's teams in the future.
letters in football.
Coming to Xavier on a footbali . Charles William Davis, 27, was
scholarship is Bob Eshbaugh, a added to the Xavier University
6'1", 185 pound quarterback from football coaching staff recently.
Toronto (Ohio) High School.
Davis, who will serve as a deA fine, all-around athlete, Esh- fensive coach, played Junior Colbaugh has woh three varsity let- lege ball at San Diego Citv Colby TIM TEAHAN

lege for one year and was a three
year lettermen under Bill Barnes
· at UCLA.
In the coaching field, Davis
has served as an Assistant Fresh·
man Coach at UCLA, and as an
assistant at Cantwell High School
in Montebello, California, San
Francisco State College and San
Diego City College, where he
most recently coached;
Davis replaces Jim Laurent who
returned to his home in Philadelphia to enter private business.

PLAYER
·JERRY HELMERS
DOUGALT
BOB FULLARTON
CONNY WARREN
TOM BINEGAR
STEVE POPPE
RUSTY BLOSSOM
JAY ECK
BOB PETROSKI
PAUL MATSEN
JOEGROMADA
TERRY SILUES
HARRY RIECKELMAN
TEAM REBOUNDS
XAVIER TOTALS
OPPONENT TOTALS

.

G FGA FGM FGo/o FI'A FI'MAVG
26 363 190 .523 151 .125 19.4
26 377 186 .493
39 .34 15.6
26 165
68 .412
56
34 6.5
22 171
66 .386
43
24. 7.0
21 122
57 .467
44
28 6.8
26 128
61 .476
31
16 5.3
23
76
50 .657
41
25 5.4
19
94
42 .446
33
24 5.7
21
67
31 .462
22
16 3.7
12
62
14
28 .451
12 5.6
16
17
8 .470
3
1 1.1
6
9
5 .555
3
3 2.2
2
3
1 .aa3·
0
0 1.0
26 1651
26 1559

793 .480
780 .500

480
675

342 74.1
476 78.3

'71 MUSKIE BAS.EBALL TEAM
LED BY STENGER, O'BRIEN
returning from last year's squad.
That team managed only a 5-18
With the onset of the new season record and its memory could
at hand, Xavier's baseball t~am add a positive incentive to the
labored arduously last week to current squad.
put the finishing touches on its
Returning from last year's start1971 edition.
ing lineup are outfielders Chris
Fq.Jlowing a weekend of hard Stenger and John O'Brien, infieldpractices, the Muskies were sche- ers Jack Streitmarter, Jack Herduled to .open the new campaign bert, and Don Jostworth, and
with a road game against the catcher John ¥artino.
Dayton Flyers yesterday.
According to Hawk, Stenger and
Joe Hawk, Xavier's head coach · O'Brien along with other team
feels his ·boys have two things' members "should give Xavier a
pride and a foolproof defense i~ g~d ip'OUP covering the outfield."
their favor as they face the sea~on.
Hawk was pleased with the
"I would say everybody on this
work of his two catchers, Martino
team has the greatest pride of any
and Larry Lipps, a freshman.
group I've seen," he noted recnelty.
"Lipps is one of the very best
"They seem to get along marvelcatching propects around Cinously."
cinnati right now," he stated.
The new spirit of pride could
The reliability of this year's
be due to the influence of players.
starting pitchers concerns Hawk.
by BUTCH ECKSTROM

Last year, the coach felt secure
going into the season with seniors.
Jerry Green and Dale Mutryn
and junior Jim Ryan as his top
mound men.
However, his security was dismantled as the trip compiled a
.dismal 0-11 won-lost record.
"We got nothing from them,"
Hawk remembered. "We built
plans that they would win 12,
four from each, but their record
was 0·11."
This year Hawk is relying on
returnees Ryan, Mike Bolger, Don
Schwegman, and several newcom·
ers to pick up the slack. He ad·
mits, though, that he is now looking for only three wins from each
of his top pitchers.
"Is asking to win three games
too much? Of course you don't
always get what you ask," he
added reflectively.

DU811N

HOff~

.. lllTlf

BIG~"

Prices Begin
at $150.

If you think enough of her

to give a diamond ... make it
"Litwin Quality", it's forever
Litwin Diamond Cutters
114 West 6th Street
THE RED LION BREWING COMPANY • CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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EUROPE.

$235
ROUND TRIP JET FARE
CINTI-LONDON.CINTI
June 20th-August 20th
. COLUMBUs-LONDON·
COLUMBUS

June 22nd-July 30th
·
call
825-3992 or 541-4607.
Other Flights Available

Savage
Outlines· Obstacles. to Liberal Aris Education
. -

thia would include EnirliBh, history, tion, according .to Sa~age, tenda ship with degrees or fulftllment
and language but also lcience, · to level the standards of education of reciuirementa. "Two esteemed
The Rev. Thomas G. Savage philosophy and theology,· the to a point where the teacher in profeasors on our own faculty
·S.J. Chairman of the English science being both behavioral and the claaaroom strives for· the (Dr. Wenteradorfand Dr. Fontana)
middle, and may settle for leas. could not teach on the secondary
De~artment, addreaaed a number · phyaicallcien~.··
· of students and faculty lut Wed·
Father Savage outtmed ·a mun'Another obstacle in the educa· level in the state of Ohio," said
neaday on the topic of "A Liberal ber of "obstacles" which hindered tion of the hamanitiea is the as· Savage.
Arts Education."
an eduation in the humanities aumption learning should be (Un.
"What I will be talking about adding that "moat of them are ''The fact is," said Savage, "the
will be quite theoretical," said perhaps part of our American aquiring of the knowledge and
understanding necessary for
Father Savage at the oJiening of . culture."
The first of these ten obstacles intelligent living and honorable
the address, "I'm not talking about the practical implementation is "the emphesis today on "know- living is not easy."
The St. Thomas More PreLaw Society will have ita anof the arts through the actual how" as opposed to knowing what
Savage cited the "courSe-curri·
and knowing why." The. result culum syndrome" as still another . nual meeting with law students
teaching situation."
of
this emphasis has been the obstacle which plagues the educa·
Friday, April 2 at 7:30 p.m. in
Father Savage went on to say·
that he preferred the term "hu-. tendency to consider education tor in the humanities. The prob· / the Hearth Room, University
Center Building. Featured spea- ·
manities" to the term "liberal merely a technique, method or lem with the "course-curriculum
, arts." "The term liberal arts has procedure of doing some parti- syndrome" is basically the in· 1 kers will be Xavier graduates
now in law school: AI Iskra,
ability of the student, and often·
narrow conotation in the minds cular job.
St. Louis University, Ed Bruegof many people," said Savage
·Father Savage used the term times the teacher, to take learn·
geman, University of Cincinn·
"Particularly they would think "democratic education" to · refer ing outside the classroom.
ati, and Bill Baechtold, also
of English and history and langu- to the second obstacle - the idea
Closely associated to this is
from UC. AIL are second year
age. What I am talking aobut is everyone has a right to an under- the obstaCle of "credential wor·
law students, Iskra will disan edu~ation in the humanities: graduate education. This assump- ship" which confuses true scholar·.
cuss the· status of all who have
applied to St. Louis.

by DENNY KING

NOTICE

a

rr===============~

'TOWEL. CLOSE OUT
· 50 BRAND NEW TOWELS-$5.95

Give Her The Ring
She Really Wants.

NOT SECONDS BiJT NEW UNWOVEN COTTON AND RAYON.
DELUXE QUALITY - PASTEL COLORS.

100 TOWELS only $1 0~95 - 200 for $20.95

-----OR-----

You know she'd really rather have
a ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews ..
and when you check our prices you'll
find lhem well within your budget.
· Of course, we offer divided payments
with no finance charges.
The set shown is $225.
Engagement ring only, $200.

24 TURKISH BATH TOWELS-$8.95
REGULAR RETAIL PRICE OVER $30.00. BEAUTIFUL ASSORTED
COLORS. FULLY GUARANTEED DELUXE QUALITY.

48' ·TOWELS $16.95 - 96 TOWELS $~2.95
Enclose 25c for Postage With Each Order-No C. 0. D.'s
Samples Sent on Request. Please Send soc· 'or Each Sample.

Covers Cost ond Postage. ·

-TEMPLE TOWEL CO.,

·

NEWSTEDT

-vLORING ANDREWS

TEMPLE, GA. 30179·

. 2C PER .GALLON ,DIS'COUNT ON
GAS·OLINE"PURCHASE~

..

10% DISCOUN.T ON PARTS
A.ND LABOR. SIMPLY SHOW·
V.OUR,.
IDENTIFICATION
CARD
.
.
.

Jesse's Evanston· Sunoco ·
2111 Dana Avenue
631-9527

umere
TIRE

EIER"ICE

8th and ORCHARD STS. 8th It Orchard Sts.

. Newport, Ky.

At the Gear Box®,. Naturally.

Natural cotton canvasSpring's most exciting ·
fabric- now in the popular CPO. newly styled
with flapped pockets and
stitched front panels.
S-M-L.
. · '13

261-4613

Richman

NEWPORT, K.EN!UCKY 4107l

606-261-4613
TOM SUMEREL '69

T·IRES TO FIT ALL DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CARS
WE FEATURE DUNLOP AND MICHELIN TIRES

e

· e RECAPPING
COMPLETE BRAKE AND ALIGNMENT SERVICE
e BATTERIES

DRIVE TO NORTHERN KY.

a SAVE 8 8 8

BROTHERS

SWIFTON
CENTER

Inc.-

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO ALL XAVIER STUDENTS, FACULTY AND ALUMNI.
SIMPLY IDENTIF'( YOURSELF.

32nd 8& Decoursey
Latonia. Ky.
291-3060

